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Abstract

This paper assesses whether multi-path communication can help latency-sensitive applications to satisfy
the requirements of their users. We consider Concurrent Multi-path Transfer for SCTP (CMT-SCTP)
and Multi-path TCP (MPTCP) and evaluate their proficiency in transporting video, gaming, and web
traffic over combinations of WLAN and 3G interfaces. To ensure the validity of our evaluation, several
experimental approaches were used including simulation, emulation and live experiments. When paths are
symmetric in terms of capacity, delay and loss rate, we find that the experienced latency is significantly
reduced, compared to using a single path. Using multiple asymmetric paths does not affect latency –
applications do not experience any increase or decrease, but might benefit from other advantages of multi-
path communication. In the light of our conclusions, multi-path transport is suitable for latency-sensitive
traffic and mature enough to be widely deployed.
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1. Introduction1

Live and interactive applications are sensitive to2

latency, as the user experience is negatively affected3

when data is delayed. For instance, freezing a live4

video just 1% of the video duration is sufficient to5

turn away 5% of the viewers [1]. Similarly, a la-6

tency of 60 ms suffices to degrade user experience7

in Internet gaming [2]. Multiple ways of improving8

the user experience of latency sensitive applications9

are active subjects of research. However, as far as10

we know, a weakly explored area is to determine11

whether utilizing all available network interfaces at12

the end host could improve such experience. In13

recent times, deployed devices such as tablets and14

smartphones are often equipped with both Wireless15

LAN (WLAN) and cellular 3G or 4G interfaces.16
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Multi-path transmission has been proposed to17

guarantee better resilience to link failures and a18

better use of resources. For instance, consider a19

connection using two interfaces simultaneously; if20

one of the interfaces (or underlying links) fails, the21

transmission can simply continue over the other in-22

terface. In a single-interface scenario, the transmis-23

sion would be stalled and maybe require a connec-24

tion re-establishment. It has also been shown that25

simultaneous transmission of data over multiple in-26

terfaces can increase the throughput, due to capac-27

ity aggregation [? ]. Even if multi-path protocols28

have been shown to be more resilient to link failures29

and able to aggregate capacity to provide increased30

throughput, the impact of using multiple paths on31

latency has not been thoroughly investigated.32

This paper fills this gap by assessing whether33

multi-path approaches are suitable transport proto-34

cols for applications transmitting latency-sensitive35

traffic, e.g., video, gaming and web traffic.36

Recent efforts within the Internet Engineering37

Task Force (IETF) include designing Multi-path38

TCP (MPTCP) [3] extensions to TCP [4] to en-39
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able end-to-end connections to span multiple paths40

simultaneously. Similarly, Concurrent Multipath41

Transfer for SCTP (CMT-SCTP) [5, 6, 7] is an ex-42

tension to the Stream Control Transmission Proto-43

col (SCTP) [8], enabling simultaneous multi-path44

communication. We therefore evaluate their suit-45

ability to carry out latency sensitive traffic.46

In our experiments we consider both symmetric47

multi-path communication (e.g. WLAN-WLAN) as48

well as asymmetric (e.g. WLAN-3G). For the actual49

evaluations we use a combination of simulations,50

emulations and real experiments to ensure a correct51

assessment.52

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-53

lows. Section 2 presents an overview of CMT-SCTP54

and MPTCP, and how these protocols solve the core55

issues inherent in transport-level multi-path com-56

munication. Section 3 describes the applications57

used in our evaluation and their latency require-58

ments. In Section 4, the experimental setup is de-59

tailed. Section 5 presents and explains the results60

obtained. In addition to that, Section 6 provides61

an in-depth discussion of the results. Section 7 dis-62

cusses related work on multi-path transport. Fi-63

nally, Section 8 concludes the paper and discusses64

possible future work in this area.65

2. Multi-Path Transport66

This section introduces CMT-SCTP and67

MPTCP, the current key multi-path transport68

protocols. The core issues of multi-path com-69

munication, and how these are addressed by70

CMT-SCTP and MPTCP, are then described.71

2.1. CMT-SCTP72

SCTP [8? ] is a transport protocol originally73

developed by the IETF Signaling Transport (SIG-74

TRAN) Working Group [9], as part of an architec-75

ture to provide reliable and timely message deliv-76

ery for Signaling System No. 7 (SS7) [10] telephony77

signaling information, on top of the Internet Proto-78

col (IP) [11]. While motivated by the need to carry79

signaling traffic, SCTP was designed as a general80

purpose transport protocol on par with TCP [4]81

and UDP [12]. While SCTP can offer functionality82

similar to TCP, such as ordered and reliable trans-83

mission or congestion controlled transport, its op-84

tions can be easily set so that SCTP rather features85

unordered transmission or multi-homing. This flex-86

ibility is one main advantage of SCTP as opposed87

to TCP.88

The multi-homing feature of SCTP allows a sin-89

gle association (or connection) between two end-90

points to combine multiple source and destination91

IP addresses. These IP addresses are exchanged92

and verified during the association setup, and each93

destination address is considered as a different path94

towards the corresponding endpoint. Using the95

Dynamic Address Reconfiguration protocol exten-96

sion [13], it is also possible to dynamically add or97

delete IP addresses, and to request a primary-path98

change, during an active SCTP association.99

While SCTP multi-homing [? 8] targets robust-100

ness and uses only one active path at a time, several101

researchers have suggested the concurrent use of all102

paths for sending data. Budzisz et al. [14] pro-103

vides a survey of these approaches. In this paper,104

we consider the most complete of these proposals,105

Concurrent Multipath Transfer for SCTP (CMT-106

SCTP) [5, 6, 7]. CMT-SCTP improves the inter-107

nal buffer management procedures of SCTP, trans-108

mission over multiple paths and reordering with its109

single sequence-number space. Assuming disjoint110

paths, CMT-SCTP applies the original SCTP con-111

gestion control [8] for each path independently.112

2.2. MPTCP113

Multi-Path TCP (MPTCP) [16] is a set of ex-114

tensions to TCP [4, 15] developed by the IETF115

MPTCP working group [17] to enable simultane-116

ous use of multiple paths between endpoints. The117

motivation behind MPTCP is more efficient re-118

source usage and improved user experience through119

improved resilience to network failure and higher120

throughput.121

To use the MPTCP extensions the initiator122

of a connection appends a “Multipath Capa-123

ble” (MP CAPABLE) option in the SYN segment,124

indicating its support for MPTCP. When the con-125

nection is established, it is possible to add one TCP126

flow, or subflow, per available interface to this con-127

nection by using a “MPTCP Join” (MP JOIN) op-128

tion in the SYN segment. Once the MPTCP con-129

nection has been fully established, both end hosts130

can send data over any of the available subflows.131

While MPTCP transparently divides user data132

among the subflows, simultaneous transmission133

may cause connection-level packet reordering at the134

receiver. To handle such reordering, two levels of135

sequence numbers are used. Apart from the regu-136

lar TCP sequence numbers that are used to ensure137

in-order delivery at subflow level, MPTCP uses a138

64-bit data sequence number that spans the entire139
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Figure 1: Definition of a path as a sequence of links between
a sender and a receiver

MPTCP connection and can be used to order data140

arriving at the receiver. To ensure fairness [? ] on141

bottleneck links shared by subflows of a MPTCP142

flow and other TCP flows, MPTCP extends the143

standard TCP congestion control. Running ex-144

isting TCP congestion control algorithms indepen-145

dently would give MPTCP connections more than146

their fair share of the capacity if a bottleneck is147

shared by two or more of its subflows. To solve this148

MPTCP uses a coupled congestion control [18] that149

links the increase functions of each subflows’ con-150

gestion control and dynamically controls the overall151

aggressiveness of the MPTCP connection. The cou-152

pled congestion control also makes resource usage153

more efficient as it steers traffic away from more154

congested paths to less congested ones.155

2.3. Core Issues156

This section presents the core issues that are re-157

lated to the use of multiple paths and how they are158

addressed by CMT-SCTP and MPTCP.159

2.3.1. Path Management160

As shown in Figure 1, a path is a sequence of links161

between a sender and a receiver [3], over which it162

is possible to open a subflow. A multi-path proto-163

col must define a path management strategy. The164

strategy needs to find suitable paths to open sub-165

flows over and decide whether one or more subflows166

should be opened over a specific path. For short or167

extremely time-sensitive flows, the choice of path168

for the initial connection establishment might be169

very important. For example, if (i) two paths (p1170

and p2) are available, (ii) both paths have the same171

capacity and (iii) the RTT of p1, r1, is significantly172

higher than the RTT of p2, r2, (e.g. r1 > 10 × r2),173

then whether the first subflow will be opened over174

p1 or p2 would seriously impact the latency. The175

number of subflows to open over a path is a prob-176

lem that is not very well studied. While the Linux177

implementation of MPTCP supports this using its178

ndiffports path manager, as described later in this179

section, it is often regarded as unnecessary to open180

more than one subflow per path as they typically181

would traverse the same links and compete for the182

same network resources. However, in some specific183

environments, e.g. datacenters, the network might184

conduct load balancing between subflows, routing185

them over disjoint subpaths. In such situations186

there might be benefits of creating several subflows187

per path, as shown in [19].188

For CMT-SCTP a path is defined by the des-189

tination IP address and port number. To man-190

age paths, CMT-SCTP employs a simple strategy191

where the association is established during a 4-way192

handshake in which available IP addresses are ex-193

changed and verified. The handshake is conducted194

over the default interface of the host, and after its195

completion each destination address is considered196

as a path and implicitly also as an opened subflow.197

The interfaces of the hosts are pairwise connected198

over two different subnets, resulting in two possible199

paths. In addition to the establishment of subflows200

during the association setup, there is an extension201

to CMT-SCTP called Dynamic Address Reconfig-202

uration (DAR) [13] which enables an end-host to203

dynamically add and remove IP addresses to an ex-204

isting connection.205

Like CMT-SCTP, MPTCP consults the routing206

table to determine which interface to initiate the207

connection over. During the establishment phase,208

realised by a 3-way handshake, IP address informa-209

tion are exchanged between the hosts in a fashion210

similar to that of CMT-SCTP. However, after con-211

nection establishment, MPTCP cannot make full212

use of the other host’s IP address information and213

start sending data over all paths straight away. No-214

tably, at this point it can only use the path used215

for the connection establishment. Additional sub-216

flows must be opened as separate TCP connections217

and joined to the MPTCP connection using the218

“MPTCP Join” option in their SYN segments. An-219

other difference, as compared to CMT-SCTP, is the220

availability of multiple path managers in MPTCP.221

For example, the Linux implementation of MPTCP222

provides four different path managers: default, full-223

mesh, ndiffports and binder. Using the default path224

manager, a host does not advertise additional IP225

addresses but uses the other hosts advertised IP226

addresses to create new subflows. The full-mesh227



strategy uses an opposite approach: all available IP228

addresses are exchanged and used to open a sub-229

flow over each and one of all the possible source-230

destination IP address combinations. The ndiff-231

ports manager allows a user to open X subflows232

over the default interface. Finally, the binder man-233

ager, implements Loose Source Routing as defined234

in [20]. Similar to CMT-SCTP, MPTCP also in-235

cludes an extension to allow dynamic addition and236

removal of IP addresses.237

2.3.2. Scheduling238

If multiple subflows are available, there are differ-239

ent ways to schedule the transmission of data. As240

an example, a round-robin scheduler may iterate241

over the available subflows and try to transmit an242

entire congestion window over each subflow, while243

another scheduler might only consider the “fastest”244

available subflow. Scheduling in multi-path com-245

munication has therefore a large impact on the per-246

formance of data transmission.247

One root cause for scheduling problems is the use248

of paths with asymmetric characteristics. Figure 2249

illustrates how asymmetric paths, in terms of RTT250

(RTT2 = 10×RTT1), can affect data transmission.251

Figure 2c, shows the so-called head-of-line blocking252

problem. In this scenario, packets #3 and #4 (re-253

siding in the receiver’s buffer) cannot be delivered254

to the application as packets #1 and #2 are still255

in flight. Further, packets sent over the fast sub-256

flow can fill the receiver’s buffer while waiting for257

data transferred over the slow subflow. This issue is258

known as receiver buffer blocking and is illustrated259

in Figure 2d.260

The usual scheduler in CMT-SCTP is a round-261

robin scheme targeting throughput maximization:262

for every subflow in sequence, starting from the pri-263

mary one, it sends as much data over the subflow as264

the congestion window allows. As mentioned ear-265

lier, asymmetric paths can be problematic and this266

is also true for CMT-SCTP. The problem is due to267

a combination of the scheduling and occupancy of268

the shared send and/or receive buffer space, and269

can cause the aforementioned problems of head-of-270

line blocking and receiver buffer blocking. Detailed271

classifications of the blocking issues are provided272

in [21]. To remedy this problem, other schedulers273

have been proposed and developed for CMT-SCTP.274

For example, chunk rescheduling [22, 7] is a mech-275

anism that re-injects the segment causing head-of-276

line blocking on a different subflow that has space277

available in its congestion window. Furthermore,278

Delay-Aware Packet Scheduling (DAPS) [23] is a279

scheduler that, given the RTT of the different sub-280

flows, tries to send packet sequences over them in281

a manner that guarantees in-order delivery at the282

receiver.283

Similar to CMT-SCTP, several schedulers have284

been proposed for MPTCP. In the Linux implemen-285

tation the default scheduler always tries to trans-286

mit data over the subflow with the shortest RTT,287

as long as there is free space in the congestion288

window. The default scheduling also includes a289

mechanism called Retransmission and Penalization290

(RP). This mechanism is similar to CMT-SCTP’s291

chunk rescheduling and re-injects segments caus-292

ing head-of-line blocking in a different subflow. In293

addition to the default scheduling mechanism, a294

weighted round-robin scheme is also available. The295

schedulers available for Linux have all been evalu-296

ated and compared in [24], identifying the shortest-297

RTT scheduler as the most successful in terms of298

throughput performance. The different schedulers299

are detailed in [25].300

2.3.3. Congestion Control for Multi-Path Trans-301

port302

When using multiple paths for transmission, dif-303

ferent subflows cannot share a single congestion304

window, as each subflow is likely to have different305

characteristics and levels of congestion. There are,306

however, situations in which the subflows actually307

do share a bottleneck and thus have the same level308

of congestion. In such scenarios there must be some309

kind of collaboration between the congestion con-310

trollers of each subflow to ensure that the transport311

does not achieve more than its fair share of the net-312

work resources.313

For CMT-SCTP there is no default congestion314

control mechanism that manages the transmission315

based on the combined congestion state of the sub-316

flows. This is likely due to an initial design assump-317

tion that subflows do not share bottlenecks. As318

discussed above, such an assumption is not always319

true, making CMT-SCTP potentially unfair to320

other traffic in the network. This problem has been321

addressed by several researchers and coupled con-322

gestion controllers have been proposed. Examples323

include e.g., CMT/RPv1 [26] and CMT/RPv2 [27].324

The problem of not considering shared bottle-325

necks was addressed already in the design phase326

of MPTCP. The reason to why coupled conges-327

tion control should be used, the benefits of using328
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Figure 2: Head-of-Line Blocking and Receive Buffer Blocking

it, and what goals it has to achieve are all docu-329

mented in [18]. To achieve these goals, various cou-330

pled congestion control schemes have been proposed331

for MPTCP. These include the Linked-Increases332

Algorithm (LIA) [18], the Opportunistic Linked-333

Increases Algorithm (OLIA) [28] and the BALanced334

Linked Adaptation (BALIA) [29]. At the time of335

writing, the default congestion control in the Linux336

MPTCP implementation is LIA.337

2.3.4. Handling Loss and Retransmissions338

When data is lost in multi-path transmission the339

protocol must decide whether to retransmit this340

data over the same subflow or over a different one.341

CMT-SCTP features several schemes for retrans-342

mitting data, all detailed in [30]. A CMT-SCTP343

sender maintains accurate information about the344

working paths, as new data are transmitted over345

every available subflow concurrently. Therefore,346

many distinct strategies can be used. For exam-347

ple, retransmitting lost data over the same subflow,348

over the subflow with the largest slow-start thresh-349

old or using the subflow with the largest conges-350

tion window. While there is no default retransmis-351

sion strategy for CMT-SCTP, we consider retrans-352

missions over the subflow with lowest RTT to give353

latency-sensitive applications a benefit.354

In MPTCP, the loss detection is performed at355

two levels: subflow level and MPTCP level. While356

loss typically is detected on subflow level, different357

strategies can be taken depending on how the loss358

was detected. If the loss is detected by the fast re-359

transmit algorithm, data is only retransmitted over360

the same subflow. If, on the other hand, the loss361

is detected by an expiration of the RTO timer, the362

data can be retransmitted over both the same sub-363

flow and over an additional subflow chosen by the364

scheduler. The rationale for using different retrans-365

mission approaches depending on how the loss was366

detected is straightforward; fast retransmit only de-367

tects loss if feedback from packets sent after the lost368

packet(s) arrive at the receiver. Therefore, it is safe369



to assume that no massive congestion event or link370

breakage has happened, and that a retransmission371

will arrive safely at the receiver. If no feedback is372

received, however, the RTO will eventually expire,373

and it is then safer to retransmit the lost packet(s)374

over both paths in case the path over which the375

original transmission occurred is experiencing ma-376

jor congestion or other serious problems.377

3. Applications and their Requirements for378

Multi-Path Transport379

Traditionally, Internet has been dominated by380

web traffic running on top of short-lived TCP con-381

nections [31]. For example, Ciullo et al. [32] found382

that approximately 95% of the client TCP flows383

and 70% of the server TCP flows were less than384

10 segments. Although web traffic still constitutes385

a large fraction of all traffic, video traffic and gam-386

ing traffic are now becoming more common. Recent387

measurements [33] show e.g. that more than 53% of388

the downstream traffic in North America is video389

streaming. Forecasts (cf. [34]) also show that In-390

ternet video and gaming will continue to grow with391

an annual compound growth rate of 29% for video392

traffic and 22% for gaming.393

Although the aforementioned traffic classes dif-394

fer significantly in many ways, they have a com-395

mon property – sensitivity to latency. In this paper396

we will therefore use video, gaming and web traffic397

to assess whether multi-path protocols are suitable398

for latency-sensitive applications. The remainder399

of this section describes the main characteristics of400

the applications and discusses their requirements.401

3.1. Video Streaming402

There are two main use-cases of video streaming:403

Video on Demand (VoD) which is not broadcast live404

and therefore do not have stringent latency require-405

ments; and direct live video which is broadcast live406

and have requirements of low latency.407

VoD applications has complete knowledge of the408

content to transfer, and can therefore adapt the409

sending rate appropriately. The quality of experi-410

ence of VoD is therefore less vulnerable to one-way411

delay variations than the quality of experience of412

direct live video. As the rationale of this work is to413

assess whether multi-path transport protocols can414

be used for latency sensitive applications, we will415

focus on direct live video as it is more sensitive to416

latency.417

The direct live video can be divided into two418

sub-categories: live broadcast of TV such as BBC419

iPlayer1 and private video communications such as420

Skype2. We have focused on the latter category as421

such applications typically are interactive in their422

nature and thus more sensitive to latency. Al-423

though Skype is proprietary and its communication424

protocol is closed, and may change over time, we425

use Skype-like video traffic in our evaluation. We426

do this for several reasons. First, Skype is a widely427

used application. Actually, Skype generates almost428

two percent of the total aggregate traffic in Euro-429

pean fixed networks [? ]. Second, although Skype430

mainly tries to use UDP for communication NATs431

and firewalls often force it to use TCP, making it an432

interesting use case for our experiments with multi-433

path and reliable transports. Finally, Skype traffic434

is well studied and traffic characteristics have been435

reported by several researchers, making it relatively436

easy to model. According to [35, 36], it dynamically437

adapts its sending rate to the network conditions,438

with a frame rate per second going from 5 frames/s439

to 30 frames/s and a video bit rate from 30 Kbit/s440

to 950 Kbit/s.441

Requirements: The latency requirements for a442

good user experience when considering live video443

communication are: one-way delay should be lower444

than 150 ms [37] and the difference in delay between445

packets (jitter) should be lower than 30 ms [37].446

3.2. Gaming Traffic447

Online gaming is often categorized into three dif-448

ferent classes [38] each of them being characterized449

by specific traffic, as detailed in [39]. The classes450

are:451

• first person avatar, e.g. First Person Shooter452

games (FPS)453

• third person avatar, e.g. Massive Multiplayer454

Online games (MMO)455

• omnipresent, e.g. Real Time Strategy games456

(RTS)457

FPS games are tolerant to loss but are very delay458

sensitive, therefore they often use UDP as trans-459

port. MMO games, on the other hand, are less460

loss tolerant and require less bandwidth compared461

1http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/live/bbcnews/
2https://www.skype.com/
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to FPS games, therefore, a mixture of TCP and462

UDP is used for transmission. TCP traffic of MMO463

games is composed of multiple thin TCP flows.464

Thin flows are characterized by a low transmission465

rate where the majority of packets are much smaller466

than the maximum transmission unit (MTU). An467

example of the traffic characteristics between the468

server and a client of an MMO game is illustrated469

in Figure 3. For RTS games, interestingly, latency470

has a negligible effect on the outcome of the game,471

indicating that RTS game-play clearly favors strat-472

egy over the real-time aspects [40].473

Considering the popularity of MMO games [39],474

and the fact that they use TCP, this paper assesses475

whether there are any benefits in using multiple476

paths at the transport layer to carry the traffic gen-477

erated by an MMO game entitled Age of Conan.478

Requirements: The requirements for a good479

gaming experience highly depend on the class of480

the game and the particular game itself. However,481

low latency (lower than 60 ms is indicated in [2])482

and a small delay variation [41] are important for a483

good gaming experience.484

3.3. Web Traffic485

Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of common486

web site sizes. In our experiments, to be represen-487

tative of the web, we have selected three web sites of488
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different sizes: small (72 KiB), medium (1024 KiB)489

and large (3994 KiB). We also use software that490

emulates the behavior of a real browser, download-491

ing the web sites using 6 concurrent connections492

over HTTP/1.1. More details on the web traffic493

can found in Section 4.3.3.494

Requirements: The quality of user experience495

when accessing a web page is highly linked to the496

download completion time. For example, in [42],497

the authors report that Google measured that “an498

additional 500 ms to compute (a web search) [. . .]499

resulted in a 25% drop in the number of searches500

done by users.”. Although the download comple-501

tion time may not be the most relevant metric502

for modern browsers, as they often start render-503

ing pages before completion, it is the most suitable504

metric to use when evaluating transports as it is505

“browser agnostic” and therefore neutral. For good506

web browsing experience, the download completion507

time is required to be as low as possible.508

4. Experiment Setup509

This section describes the experiment setup used510

for the performance evaluation of our target ap-511

plications. The protocol implementations and net-512

work models used in the evaluations are also intro-513

duced.514

4.1. Evaluation Tool Sets515

In this study, we focus on the default and latest516

versions of the protocols. Our choice of evaluation517

tool sets, presented in this section, has been made518

on the basis of availability of source code and the519

fact that we wanted to consider both controlled and520

real life experiments.521



4.1.1. Simulations, CMT-SCTP using OMNeT++522

There is no stable implementation of CMT-SCTP523

for FreeBSD or Linux. Therefore, we could not per-524

form emulations or real experiments using CMT-525

SCTP. Instead, we performed simulations using526

OMNeT++ [44] version 5.0b1 with the CMT-SCTP527

model [7, 45, 46], and the NetPerfMeter applica-528

tion model [47, 7] in the latest version of the INET529

Framework [48], using the simulation processing530

tool-chain SimProcTC [? ? ]. For the web traf-531

fic simulations in Section 5.3, the HttpTools [? ]532

models provided as part of the INET Framework533

are used. It was only necessary to add SCTP534

support. The complete INET Framework sources535

branch used for this paper is available online3. Most536

changes have already been merged upstream.537

Although there is an implementation of CMT-538

SCTP available for NS-2 [5], it is unmaintained539

and as of spring 2016 it is fairly out of date. The540

OMNeT++ implementation, which is used for our541

evaluations, includes the latest improvements and542

options for SCTP and is therefore representing the543

state-of-the-art in SCTP features.544

4.1.2. Emulations, MPTCP in a Controlled Envi-545

ronment, using CORE546

Because we wanted to evaluate MPTCP in a con-547

trolled environment, we ran experiments using the548

Linux MPTCP implementation and the Common549

Open Research Emulator (CORE) [49]. CORE en-550

ables the use of real protocols and applications to-551

gether with emulated network links, making the552

evaluation of MPTCP easy to control and repli-553

cate. The Linux kernel implementation is the most554

complete MPTCP implementation available, so this555

setup also allowed us to use the most feature com-556

plete version of MPTCP. Using the same MPTCP557

implementation for both the controlled experiments558

in CORE and the real life testbed experiments also559

allowed us to more easily compare and validate the560

results.561

4.1.3. Experiments, MPTCP in a Real-Life Envi-562

ronment, using NorNet563

Because we may drive biased conclusions if the564

protocols were to be evaluated only in controlled565

environments, we also assessed their performance566

using an environment where the network is used by567

3https://github.com/dreibh/inet/tree/
td-netperfmeter-for-integration.

many other applications than the one we introduce568

in the network.569

In order to realize this, we performed real net-570

work experiments on a dedicated testbed, namely571

NorNet Edge (NNE) [50]. NNE is a multi-homed572

testbed where each node is connected to multi-573

ple UMTS operators via Huawei E392-u12 modems574

as well as WLAN network. More specifically, in575

our evaluations, we consider one operational UMTS576

Mobile Broadband (MBB) network in Oslo, Nor-577

way. It is labelled as “3G”. The WLAN access578

point is a public WLAN hotspot, connecting around579

100 people during work hours in a large office com-580

plex with several interfering WLAN networks. The581

two WLAN networks used for the WLAN-WLAN582

scenarios are using the same technology (IEEE583

802.11ag) and sharing the same medium, therefore584

certain level of interference is highly likely depend-585

ing on the number of users and traffic patterns. We586

believe, this setup reflects a realistic scenario where587

the users cannot control these factors. The down-588

side of this testbed experiments is that there might589

be a statistically insignificant and uncontrolled be-590

havior for few packets. Furthermore, in this pa-591

per, we focus on the transport layer, therefore we592

study how transport layer reacts to such realistic593

path characteristics. In this real-world environ-594

ment, MPTCP was tested under different scenarios595

for different applications as in the emulation setup.596

4.2. Configuration of MPTCP and CMT-SCTP597

Both MPTCP and CMT-SCTP have open source598

implementations, making it possible to enable599

and/or disable specific features. Due to readability600

we have chosen to only present the most important601

features, and their settings, in this section. Addi-602

tionally, Table 1 provides a short summary of this603

information. For a full description of the protocol604

configurations and for all the experimental scripts605

and data, please see [51].606

For MPTCP, we used the state-of-the-art Linux607

MPTCP implementation (v0.89.3)4. We use the608

default options of MPTCP, including e.g. receive609

buffer optimization and coupled congestion control,610

with an exception for the Nagle algorithm, which is611

turned off in all application scenarios. Turning off612

Nagle is common practice when running applica-613

tions that require low latency [? ].614

4Linux MPTCP: http://www.multipath-tcp.org.

https://github.com/dreibh/inet/tree/td-netperfmeter-for-integration
https://github.com/dreibh/inet/tree/td-netperfmeter-for-integration
http://www.multipath-tcp.org


The simulation uses the CMT-SCTP model for615

OMNeT++ that is fully described in [7, 45]. As op-616

posed to MPTCP, no default options are given for617

CMT-SCTP. The latest version of the SCTP sim-618

ulation model [46, 45] for OMNeT++ is used, im-619

plementing SCTP according to RFC 4960 [8] with620

all state-of-the-art features and extensions. In ad-621

dition to the settings listed in Table 1, CMT-SCTP622

was configured with the following features:623

• burst mitigation with MaxBurst=4 (default624

from [8, Section 15]) with “Use It or Lose625

It” [52] strategy (i.e. behavior like the FreeBSD626

SCTP implementation [46]);627

• buffer splitting [22, 21] to avoid buffer blocking628

issues [7, Section 7.5].629

All data is sent in SCTP/MPTCP messages of630

up to 1,452 bytes (resp. 1,428 bytes), which corre-631

sponds approximatively to full packets (including632

headers) of 1,500 bytes. In CMT-SCTP, the size633

of the payload depends on the number of chunks634

that are gathered in one message, therefore the full635

packet sizes may vary depending on the application636

profile.637

As explained in Section 2.2.1, (i) with CMT-638

SCTP, one subflow can be opened on each work-639

ing path as soon as the 4-way handshaking process640

has been operated and the primary path (i.e., the641

first path on which data is transmitted) has to be642

defined; (ii) with MPTCP, the first subflow that643

is opened depends on the parameterization of the644

Linux default interface. In our evaluations, when645

the paths are homogeneous (i.e., WLAN-WLAN646

or 3G-3G), the path on which the first subflow is647

opened is chosen randomly; when the paths are het-648

erogeneous (i.e., WLAN-3G), the WLAN path is649

used for the first subflow.650

4.3. Application Traffic Generation and Metrics651

This section presents how we generate video652

streaming, gaming and web traffics. The rationale653

for using these applications and the characteristic654

of the traffic that they generate are detailed in Sec-655

tion 3.656

4.3.1. Video Traffic657

In this paper, we have not considered Video on658

Demand traffic since it is hard to accurately model659

or emulate this traffic in the various cases (emula-660

tion, simulation, experimentation) used in this ar-661

ticle. Moreover, these applications are not interac-662

tive and might be seen as file transfer applications.663

Therefore, we considered Direct Live Video appli-664

cations due to their delay sensitive nature. In or-665

der to generate Skype-like traffic we considered a666

constant bit rate application generating 950 Kbit/s667

with 30 frames/s.668

4.3.2. MMO Gaming Traffic669

For gaming traffic, we considered a set of trace670

files from the Massively Multiplayer Online Game671

Age of Conan, provided by Funcom [53]. These672

traffic traces extend over a very long time period.673

As it is extremely difficult and tedious to replay674

all the traces completely, we selected a set of three675

traces with a duration of 10 minutes each. The se-676

lection of traces was based on the possible full game677

play being captured in the trace. Full game play678

constitutes initial loading of game settings, player679

interaction and infrequent chunk updates depend-680

ing on the game. All the traces contain a huge681

chunk of game setup data in the beginning of the682

connection followed by occasional small bursts of683

MTU-sized packets and small packets for the rest684

of the time. The selected traces were replayed us-685

ing the D-ITG [54] traffic generator. In this process686

D-ITG is loaded with full trace and it generates687

packets of exact size and time sequence as seen in688

the trace file. This is a way of providing trace in-689

put to the experiments than generation based on690

a statistical setting. From here on, the traces are691

named Trace 1, Trace 2 and Trace 3. They have692

average packet inter-departure times of 181.4 ms,693

74.1 ms, and 167.7 ms respectively. Furthermore,694

the average packet sizes are 142.7 bytes, 113 bytes,695

and 101.7 bytes respectively.696

4.3.3. Web Traffic697

As previously mentioned, we consider three698

classes (small, medium, large) which are representa-699

tive for real web sites. The classes and sites are pre-700

sented in Table 2. For the experiments, we stored701

the files from the three sites (Wikipedia, Amazon702

and Huffington Post) on a local server. Each web-703

site data contained different umber of objects of dif-704

ferent sizes. Of the three, Wikipedia content was705

the smallest followed by Amazon and Huffington706

Post. The data stored in the local server was re-707

quested and downloaded from a client with 6 con-708

current connections.709



Path management Scheduling Congestion control Handling loss
Section 2.2.1 Section 2.2.2 Section 2.2.3 Section 2.2.4

MPTCP full-mesh (i) LowRTT coupled (i) Fast retransmit
(ii) Retransmission and (OLIA) on the same subflow
penalization (ii) RTO on a subflow

chosen by the scheduler

CMT-SCTP one subflow (i) packet-based round-robin uncoupled retransmission
per working path (ii) chunk rescheduling (NewReno) on lowest RTT path

Table 1: Options for MPTCP and CMT-SCTP

Size Domain name Number of objects Size of objects

small Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org) 15 72 KiB
medium Amazon (www.amazon.com) 54 1024 KiB

large Huffington Post (www.huffingtonpost.com) 138 3994 KiB

Table 2: Web Traffic Generation

4.4. Background Traffic Generation710

The congestion level in a network has a signifi-711

cant impact on the behavior of protocols employ-712

ing congestion control [55]. We therefore conduct713

experiments both with and without background714

traffic. Background traffic is generated with Net-715

PerfMeter [56, 47] as a mix of TCP and UDP flows716

constituting one long TCP flow and 4 UDP on-717

off flows. The TCP flow has a saturated sender718

sending as much data as possible with frame size of719

1,460 bytes. Each UDP flow generates Pareto on-720

off traffic with shape 1.5 and scale 0.166667, send-721

ing 25 frames per second each of size 5,000 bytes.722

The aggregate usage of UDP background flows were723

maintained at 10% of the bottleneck link capacity724

to be realistic [57]. The UDP flows carry data at725

an average of 500 Kbit/s each in the WLAN-WLAN726

scenario and 100 Kbit/s each in the 3G-3G scenario.727

In each run, the background flows start before the728

foreground experimental traffic and end after the729

experimental traffic.730

However, in the NorNet experiments even run-731

ning one experiment with the background traffic,732

especially for online gaming and video streaming,733

can eat up all the monthly data quota. Therefore,734

we decided not to generate background traffic due735

to the limited data quotas for the 3G subscriptions736

and in order to provide consistent results, we have737

run all NorNet experiments without background738

traffic.739

4.5. Network and System Characteristics740

4.5.1. Topology741

Figure 5 shows the topology used in our evalu-742

ations. The same topology was used for the sim-743

ulations, emulations, and real experiments in Nor-744

Net. To understand the basic performance of pro-745

tocols and highlight their characteristics, a simple746

topology is more useful than a complex topology.747

Though the topology can be seen as more general,748

this type of basic topology is also common practise749

for evaluating transport protocols, see for instance750

Common TCP Evaluation Suite 5. As shown in the751

figure, there are two paths on the client side and a752

single path on the server side. In the simulations753

and emulations the paths that connect the server754

and client are, of course, modeled. For the experi-755

ments to be realistic we used a parameterisation of756

the paths that is based on measurements that were757

conducted over NorNet prior to the evaluation.758

4.5.2. Path Characteristics759

Table 3 shows the capacity, end-to-end delay and760

packet loss rates of the WLAN and 3G paths that761

have been measured in the experimental testbed de-762

scribed in Section 4.1. The WLAN links are IEEE763

802.11ag. The loss rate is what is experienced on764

the transport layer (e.g. datagrams), therefore it765

is the loss ratio after all link layer re-transmission766

schemes of underlying networks. Path 1 and Path 2767

in Figure 5 will be assigned with these characteris-768

tics depending on the technology. In Table 3, we769

5https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-irtf-iccrg-tcpeval-01

http://www.wikipedia.org
http://www.amazon.com
http://www.huffingtonpost.com


Server Router

Internet (NorNet)

Client
CORE, OMNeT++

Path 1

Path 2

Figure 5: Topology

WLAN 3G

Capacity [Mbit/s] 20–30 3–5
Propagation Delay [ms] 20–25 65–75
Loss [%] 1–2 0
Homogeneous (WLAN)
Path 1 x
Path 2 x
Homogeneous (3G)
Path 1 x
Path 2 x
Heterogeneous
Path 1 x
Path 2 x

Table 3: Path Characteristics and Scenarios

also detail the three combinations of paths over770

which the multi-path protocols are evaluated, that771

are homogeneous WLAN (two WLAN paths), ho-772

mogeneous 3G (two 3G paths) and heterogeneous773

(one WLAN and one 3G path).774

4.5.3. Buffer Sizes775

System characteristics of the source and desti-776

nation are known to impact the end to end perfor-777

mance of the flows. In order to emulate the realistic778

network scenarios, we use the system settings close779

to the standard settings for respective technologies.780

The TCP buffer sizes (send buffer/receive buffer)781

are set to be equivalent to the default Android set-782

tings, that are configured as follows:783

• Homogeneous (3G): 256 KiB/256 KiB.784

• Homogeneous (WLAN): 1024 KiB/2048 KiB.785

• Heterogeneous (WLAN-3G):786

1024 KiB/2048 KiB.787

Based on estimations from early measurement in788

the NorNet testbed, performed during the planning789

phase of the work, the queue lengths at each inter-790

face of the router (see Figure 5) are set to 100 pack-791

ets for WLAN and 3750 packets for 3G.792

Note, that the 3G buffer setting of793

256 KiB/256 KiB prevents an overly large794

bufferbloat [58, 59] in a 3G/3G setup, while the795

setting of 1024 KiB/2048 KiB will make such a796

bufferbloat in the WLAN-3G case possible. We will797

explain this in detail with the results in Section 5798

and particularly in Section 5.1.1.799

5. Experiment Results800

This section presents the experimental evaluation801

and its results. The protocols are first evaluated802

through simulations and emulations in controlled803

environments, to identify the impact of various net-804

work parameters. This evaluation is then comple-805

mented with measurement results from a real envi-806

ronment.807

For each experiment scenario, SCTP is compared808

to CMT-SCTP, and TCP Cubic is compared to809

MPTCP. For the homogeneous cases, we consider810

the average delay using TCP and compare it with811

that of MPTCP. We assume that we only have in-812

formation about the technologies used. That is, for813

a WLAN-WLAN case, the WLAN channels might814

have different characteristics in terms of loss and815

delay, but this information is not available to the816

user. The user will most likely pick one of the817

WLANs randomly. Therefore, we consider the aver-818

age WLAN TCP delay performance and compare it819

with the MPTCP delay performance. However, for820

the WLAN-3G scenario, the user will most certainly821

choose WLAN, since it has low delay, high capac-822

ity and is probably cheaper to use. Therefore, we823

compare the MPTCP delay with the TCP delay of824

WLAN. The evaluation of SCTP and CMT-SCTP825

is conducted in the same fashion.826

5.1. Video Streaming827

First, we evaluate video traffic performance for828

homogeneous and heterogeneous scenarios, consid-829

ering both competing and non-competing traffic as830

explained in Section 4.3. We use application layer831



message delay as the performance metric for the832

transport protocol latency performance.833

5.1.1. CMT-SCTP Simulations834

Figure 6 presents the average message delays and835

the variation in these delays in the form of box836

plots [? ] for video traffic as described in Sec-837

tion 4.1. First, we consider the average SCTP mes-838

sage delay over 128 runs for video traffic without839

any competing traffic and illustrate the results in840

Figure 6a. Table 4 presents the percentage of traffic841

sent over the different paths in CMT-SCTP. Note,842

that although SCTP uses a certain primary path843

for payload data transport, there is always a small844

amount of control traffic (here: mainly heartbeats845

to check the path status, see [8]) on the other path846

as well.847

In the homogeneous scenarios (WLAN-WLAN848

and 3G-3G) we observe different behaviors for849

WLAN-WLAN and 3G-3G cases. In the WLAN-850

WLAN scenario, with two similar WLAN paths,851

multi-path transport leads to increased latency, and852

also increased latency variation, mainly due to the853

reordering caused by retransmissions on the lossy854

paths (i.e., 1%–2% packet loss; see Table 1). In the855

3G-3G scenario, where both paths are lossless, the856

performance of SCTP and CMT-SCTP are virtu-857

ally the same.858

For the WLAN-3G scenario, we observe that859

multi-path transport leads to increased delays and860

delay variation. The main reason for this is the861

reordering caused by the heterogeneous path char-862

acteristics.863

For CMT-SCTP, it is important to note that864

SCTP has its origins as transport protocol for sig-865

naling systems (see Section 2.1.1), where networks866

are designed for specific applications. Therefore,867

the most important implementations – the OM-868

NeT++ simulation model as well as CMT-SCTP869

implementation in FreeBSD – currently only pro-870

vide a very simple scheduler; data is scheduled on871

the paths in a round-robin fashion. The intention872

of using this scheduler is to improve throughput,873

without caring about path delays. That is, once874

data to send is available, and a path’s congestion875

window allows to send it, as much as possible is sent876

on this path. Then, for further data to be sent, the877

next path is tried. This mechanism is tightly com-878

bined with the SCTP burst mitigation that limits879

the amount of consecutive packets sent at once over880

a path. Both SCTP implementations apply burst881

mitigation by using the “use it or lose it” [52] strat-882

egy, with a setting of MaxBurst=4 (default from [8,883

Section 15]). That is, if a certain number of bytes α884

is acknowledged by the receiver side the sender885

would be allowed to send up to α new bytes. The886

limit of in-flight bytes is given by the congestion887

window. However, if a non-saturated sender does888

not fully utilize its allowance given by the conges-889

tion window, the congestion window is reduced to890

the number of in-flight bytes plus MaxBurst*MSS.891

As a result, using MaxBurst=4, only up to 4 pack-892

ets are sent on a path before the next path is used.893

The round-robin scheduler together with the burst894

mitigation results in an increase in the message de-895

lay for CMT especially when the paths are hetero-896

geneous or when there exists loss.897

Next, the performance of CMT-SCTP was evalu-898

ated in the presence of competing background traf-899

fic (see Section 4.4) and the corresponding average900

message delays are illustrated in Figure 6b.901

In the WLAN-WLAN scenario, similar to the902

case without background traffic, multi-path trans-903

port leads to increased latency and latency varia-904

tion due to the reordering caused by retransmis-905

sions. We also see that the background traffic has906

no visible impact in the WLAN/WLAN scenario907

due to the random packet loss on the path. As the908

background flows are experiencing loss, the TCP909

background flow backs off before it causes any no-910

ticeable congestion, and as the UDP background911

traffic is only 10% of the link capacity it also has912

very limited impact. Hence in the WLAN-WLAN913

scenario there was no noticeable effect of conges-914

tion losses or queuing delay on the foreground flows915

as compared to the corresponding scenario without916

background traffic.917

For the 3G-3G scenario, also similar to non-918

competing traffic, we observe no significant perfor-919

mance difference for CMT-SCTP as compared to920

SCTP. Note that in this scenario, the send and re-921

ceive buffer sizes are 256 KiB (see Section 4.5.3),922

and the background traffic leads to an increased de-923

lay due to bufferbloat. We observe an average delay924

of around 800 ms when background traffic exists as925

compared to 80-90 ms when there is no competing926

traffic.927

The WLAN-3G results differ quite much from928

the non-background results. Note that for WLAN-929

3G case, we have different buffer settings: a send930

buffer of 1024 KiB and a receive buffer of 2048 KiB931

(see Section 4.5.3). These buffer settings allow the932

queue on the 3G path to grow, causing a significant933



(a) Without Background Traffic (b) With Competing Background Traffic

Figure 6: Average Message Delay for CBR Video Traffic over CMT-SCTP

Traffic Background
WLAN-WLAN 3G-3G WLAN-3G

WLAN WLAN 3G 3G WLAN 3G

Video on CMT-SCTP
7 17.5 82.5 6.3 93.7 16.4 83.6
3 17.5 82.5 4.5 95.5 79.2 20.8

Table 4: Path 1 Traffic Share (in %) for CBR Video Traffic over CMT-SCTP

bufferbloat. Here, we observe the delay on the 3G934

path jumping to values of almost 4 s, making any in-935

teractivity virtually impossible. Using CMT-SCTP936

leads to a significant reduction of the delay – due to937

the additional usage of the low-latency WLAN path938

– to values of around 1.8 s. However, this delay is939

still much higher compared to the delay of SCTP940

on the WLAN path.941

5.1.2. MPTCP Emulation942

Figure 7a presents the average message delay for943

video traffic in all the scenarios considered, i.e.,944

WLAN-WLAN, 3G-3G, WLAN-3G. Each plot rep-945

resents the data for 30 repetitions when no back-946

ground traffic was present.947

In the WLAN-WLAN scenario, the path delay948

difference between the two paths is small (i.e., 20ms949

– 25ms; see Table 1). Thus, the main factor that950

determines the average message delay is the link951

losses. Loss on one path causes the scheduler to952

push data on the other path and eventually ex-953

ploiting the availability of multiple paths. If both954

paths have similar delay and loss as per the setup,955

data is sent on both paths causing traffic to oscil-956

late between paths. Such oscillation of traffic be-957

tween paths is known as flapping. In some of the958

repetitions, we observed that flapping and losses959

caused data to arrive out-of-order at the receiver,960

resulting in increased delays. However, on aver-961

age, we observed that MPTCP improves the de-962

lay performance and reduces the delay variation963

as compared to TCP. This is in contrast to the964

relationship between CMT-SCTP and SCTP dis-965

cussed above. The difference is due to the fact966

that MPTCP uses a lowest-RTT scheduler (see Sec-967

tion 4.5.3) that moves the sending of data between968

the paths in a better way as loss occurs. The lim-969

itation imposed by MaxBurst in CMT-SCTP also970

results in a less suitable distribution of the data as971

compared to MPTCP where the congestion window972

stays larger.973

In the 3G-3G scenario, there are no losses and all974

the data is sent over only one path. Hence, there975

is no performance differences between MPTCP and976

TCP. Table 5 provides some insights on the share977

of data over each 3G path. The delay difference be-978

tween the paths is small, but still enough to make979

the scheduler use only one of the paths. Certain980

configurations start with a non-optimal interface as981

default, and in those cases the scheduler eventually982



(a) Without Background Traffic (b) With Competing Background Traffic

Figure 7: Average Message Delay for CBR Video Traffic over MPTCP in CORE Emulation

switches to the other path. This is evident in Ta-983

ble 5, where 0.16% of the data was sent on the other984

3G path.985

In the heterogeneous scenario (WLAN-3G), the986

WLAN path clearly has a lower average delay than987

the 3G path, even for small amounts of loss on the988

WLAN link. The behavior of the default sched-989

uler ensures that MPTCP uses the path with low-990

est RTT. However, the performance of MPTCP was991

observed to be worse than that of TCP in this sce-992

nario. MPTCP uses both paths due to losses in the993

WLAN, triggering transmission over the 3G path994

which otherwise would not be used due to the large995

path delay differences. In the case of video traf-996

fic considered for the experiments, the data share997

shown in Table 5 should be identical to the packet998

share, due to the fixed size of the packets. The large999

amount of data transmitted on the 3G link provokes1000

head-of-line blocking and the resulting application-1001

level latency prevents MPTCP from reducing the1002

latency.1003

To analyse the performance in the case of com-1004

peting traffic, we considered experiments with back-1005

ground flows as specified in Section 4.4. The results1006

are presented in Figure 7b. Similar to the CMT-1007

SCTP case, the background traffic has negligible1008

impact over the WLAN paths as the loss encoun-1009

tered by the background flows prevents congestion1010

from forming. Hence there is no impact of back-1011

ground traffic on the WLAN-WLAN scenario.1012

In the 3G-3G scenario, there is an improvement1013

in the performance of MPTCP which was not visi-1014

ble without background traffic (or for CMT-SCTP).1015

MPTCP has a less varying average message delay1016

than TCP in this scenario mainly due to the use1017

of multiple paths and the lowest-RTT scheduling:1018

since the distribution of the traffic considers the1019

delay of each path, it is affected by the current con-1020

gestion level of each path. The MPTCP scheduler1021

used both paths and the data distribution among1022

the paths is 85/15% as shown in Table 5. The path1023

with the shorter base RTT may not always be the1024

best path as the background traffic builds up queues1025

in the network, leading to a somewhat more even1026

share of the data between the paths as compared1027

to the scenario without background traffic.1028

In the WLAN-3G scenario, MPTCP increases the1029

delay compared to single path TCP over WLAN1030

as the data was split between asymmetric paths.1031

The underlying issue is the same as when there1032

is no background traffic, but the background traf-1033

fic causes the delays to get larger. As in the1034

CMT-SCTP scenario, in Figure 7b, the delays for1035

MPTCP and for TCP over 3G is higher than those1036

of the 3G-3G scenario, due to the larger receive1037

buffers in the WLAN-3G scenario.1038

5.1.3. MPTCP Real Measurements1039

We have run over 30 experiments in the NorNet1040

Edge (NNE) testbed for the video traffic and illus-1041

trated the delay measurements in Figure 8. Note1042

that different from WLAN links, in mobile broad-1043

band networks, each user has a dedicated channel.1044

Therefore, we assume that the user is only stream-1045



Traffic Background
WLAN-WLAN 3G-3G WLAN-3G

WLAN WLAN 3G 3G WLAN 3G

Video
7 54.19 45.81 99.84 0.16 51.96 48.04
3 55.67 44.33 85.24 14.76 51.98 48.02

Table 5: Video traffic data share per path using MPTCP

WLAN-WLAN 3G-3G WLAN-3G
WLAN WLAN 3G 3G WLAN 3G

Video 65.05 34.9 93.8 6.19 20.41 79.5

Table 6: Video traffic data share per path using MPTCP with NorNet

Figure 8: Average Message Delay for CBR Video Traffic over
MPTCP in NorNet Experiment

ing video without running any other bandwidth de-1046

manding applications.1047

For the homogeneous cases (e.g., WLAN-WLAN1048

and 3G-3G), we observe that the paths can have1049

quite different delay values although we are using1050

the same technology. This results in delay differ-1051

ences between the paths, compared to the emula-1052

tions, and impact the performance of MPTCP. For1053

example, in the 3G-3G scenario, we observe that de-1054

lay with MPTCP lies between the delay with TCP1055

of the two 3G paths and MPTCP provide delay1056

values much closer to the 3G path with lower delay1057

with TCP. Similarly, for the WLAN-WLAN sce-1058

nario, the delay with MPTCP is on average closer1059

to the delay of the WLAN path with the lower TCP1060

delay. We further observe large variations in the de-1061

lay values among different experiment runs. This is1062

in fact an expected result in real networks where1063

the channel conditions can be very dynamic. These1064

observations can further be verified by looking into1065

the video traffic data share tabulated in Table 6.1066

For the heterogeneous scenario (WLAN-3G), we1067

observe that the delays achieved by MPTCP is1068

higher than the delay of TCP on the WLAN path,1069

since MPTCP occasionally uses 3G path that has1070

higher delay values as compared to WLAN. Al-1071

though we have higher variations in the experimen-1072

tal results, this behavior is in general consistent1073

with the emulation results.1074

5.2. Gaming Traffic1075

Gaming traffic is the second application traffic1076

type that we consider. We start by presenting1077

the simulation results for CMT-SCTP and continue1078

with emulation and live experimentation results for1079

MPTCP. We use the gaming traffic presented in1080

Section 4.3.2. Same as for video traffic, we use ap-1081

plication layer message delay as the performance1082

metric.1083

5.2.1. CMT-SCTP1084

The average SCTP message delays over 128 runs1085

are presented in Figure 9 (without background traf-1086

fic) and Figure 10 (with background traffic accord-1087

ing to Section 4.4) for the three gaming traces1088

(Trace 1, Trace 2 and Trace 3) described in Sec-1089

tion 4.3.2. The traffic share between the paths (i.e.1090

the first path) is provided in Table 7.1091

A particular property of the gaming traffic is its1092

mix of traffic patterns due to the different phases1093

of game play (see Section 4.3.2). The CMT-SCTP1094

scheduler provides no gain for the small packets sent1095

during the game. Therefore, when using symmet-1096

ric WLAN paths in the WLAN-WLAN scenario,1097

CMT-SCTP only leads to additional delay caused1098

by reordering for the occasional small bursts of1099

packets sent.1100

For the 3G-3G scenario, as explained previously1101

for the video traffic, the small send and receive1102

buffer settings of 256 KiB keeps bufferbloat and1103

packet reordering small. Therefore, the effort for1104



(a) Trace 1 (b) Trace 2 (c) Trace 3

Figure 9: Average Message Delay for Gaming Traffic over CMT-SCTP (without Background Traffic)

(a) Trace 1 (b) Trace 2 (c) Trace 3

Figure 10: Average Message Delay for Gaming Traffic over CMT-SCTP (with Competing Background Traffic)

Trace Background
WLAN-WLAN 3G-3G WLAN-3G

WLAN WLAN 3G 3G WLAN 3G

Gaming T1
7 24.1 75.9 30.9 69.1 33.7 66.3
3 24.4 75.6 32.3 67.7 57.9 42.1

Gaming T2
7 36.8 63.2 37.5 62.5 47.4 52.6
3 36.9 63.1 23.9 76.1 63.9 36.1

Gaming T3
7 36.4 63.6 37.3 62.7 48.4 51.6
3 36.5 63.5 22.9 77.1 65.0 35.0

Table 7: Path 1 Traffic Share (in %) for Gaming Traffic over CMT-SCTP



reordering messages remains small as well. How-1105

ever, due to the higher network latency, the burst1106

mitigation handling leads to some performance gain1107

with CMT-SCTP; the non-saturated sender does1108

not fully utilize its allowance given by the conges-1109

tion window. Therefore, the congestion window is1110

reduced by the burst mitigation. This limitation1111

keeps the congestion window small, allowing CMT-1112

SCTP to send messages more quickly on the two in-1113

dependent paths when small bursts of packets need1114

to be sent.1115

Again, as explained in Section 5.1 there is1116

high bufferbloat on the 3G path in the WLAN-1117

3G case, due to the send/receive buffer sizing of1118

1024 KiB/2048 KiB. This leads to a significant re-1119

ordering for CMT-SCTP during the initial large1120

burst of the game. Therefore, no significant per-1121

formance improvement is achieved when no back-1122

ground traffic is present. However, in the scenario1123

with background traffic, CMT-SCTP leads to some1124

improvement due to the distribution of traffic over1125

two paths. Nevertheless, the latencies caused by1126

the bufferbloat of at least 2 s make any gaming in-1127

teractivity impossible.1128

5.2.2. MPTCP Emulation1129

Figure 11 shows the delay values calculated over1130

30 runs for each gaming trace and the distribution1131

of the data on each path is shown in Table 8.1132

In the WLAN-WLAN scenario, it is clear that1133

one path is more used than the other, which was1134

not the case for the video traffic. This is due to the1135

limited amount of data to transmit for the many1136

small packets. Losses on the WLAN have minimal1137

impact on performance as there is less data to send1138

on the other path in the event of loss during large1139

portions of the game. In the 3G-3G scenario, the1140

average delay using MPTCP is similar to that of1141

TCP. We also observe a split of data over the paths,1142

which was not the case for the video traffic.1143

Though the scenarios WLAN-WLAN and 3G-3G1144

are symmetric in nature based on the characteris-1145

tics, one of the interfaces is the best in any given1146

configuration. The path delay settings are ran-1147

domly drawn from a range of values (see Table 1).1148

The maximum possible difference between two path1149

delays are 5ms in WLAN-WLAN and 10ms in 3G-1150

3G, respectively. This difference is sufficient for the1151

MPTCP scheduler to estimate, adapt and change1152

outgoing path for a packet. If the default interface1153

is the best of the two available interfaces, then the1154

flow uses mostly this interface. However, when the1155

default interface is not the best of the two available1156

interfaces, the MPTCP scheduler will send the first1157

few packets on the default interface before settling1158

with the other interface. Due to the initial large1159

burst and the long-tail nature of the gaming traffic,1160

the first few packets that were sent on a possibly1161

sub-optimal interface represents a large chunk of1162

the data share, although most packets are trans-1163

ferred on the other interface. This also results in1164

very similar performance for MPTCP and TCP.1165

It is also worth noting the difference to CMT-1166

SCTP here, which showed a clear gain in the 3G-1167

3G scenario. The difference for CMT-SCTP is that1168

all paths are available for transmission immediately1169

and it was able to spread the initial burst of data1170

over both paths to reduce the delay. As MPTCP1171

sets up the second subpath in parallel with start-1172

ing the data transfer, and also uses a larger initial1173

congestion window, there was no gain during the1174

initial burst of data from the game setup.1175

In the asymmetric WLAN-3G scenario, the av-1176

erage MPTCP delay values are similar to the TCP1177

delay of the WLAN path. This is due to most of1178

the data being sent over the default (better) path,1179

which in this case is the WLAN.1180

Figure 12 presents the average delay of MPTCP1181

versus TCP for each gaming trace with compet-1182

ing background traffic. The impact of background1183

traffic for gaming is very similar to the video traffic1184

case. In the 3G-3G scenario, there is a lower and1185

less variable average message delay using MPTCP,1186

due to the scheduling. For the WLAN-3G scenario,1187

MPTCP increases the delay compared to single1188

path TCP over WLAN as some of the data is sent1189

over the 3G path. Still, the degradation is smaller1190

and the improvement in relation to TCP over 3G1191

is larger than in the video traffic scenario. This as1192

a smaller fraction of data is sent on the 3G path1193

in this scenario as discussed above. Again, back-1194

ground traffic has no impact in the WLAN-WLAN1195

scenario.1196

5.2.3. MPTCP Real Measurements1197

We illustrate gaming traffic delay performance1198

for real-world measurements in Figure 15 and the1199

traffic distribution over the paths is presented in Ta-1200

ble 9. For the homogeneous scenarios, we observe1201

that the average TCP delay is very similar to the1202

MPTCP delay. There are small variations among1203

different traces, where in one trace MPTCP’s delay1204

is a little bit lower than the average TCP delay and1205

in one trace it is a little bit higher. We observed1206



(a) Trace 1 (b) Trace 2 (c) Trace 3

Figure 11: Average Message Delay for Gaming Traffic over MPTCP in CORE Emulation (without Background Traffic)

Traffic Background
WLAN-WLAN 3G-3G WLAN-3G

WLAN WLAN 3G 3G WLAN 3G

Gaming T1
7 64.88 35.12 80.85 19.15 94.03 5.97
3 78.58 21.42 85.93 14.07 94.27 5.73

Gaming T2
7 76.79 23.21 83.40 16.60 97.98 2.02
3 67.65 32.35 93.42 6.58 99.23 0.77

Gaming T3
7 78.30 21.70 92.01 7.99 99.29 0.71
3 69.33 30.67 87.76 12.24 99.31 0.69

Table 8: Gaming traffic data share per path using MPTCP

Traffic
WLAN-WLAN 3G-3G WLAN-3G

WLAN WLAN 3G 3G WLAN 3G

Gaming T1 77.67 22.32 0 100.0 40.74 59.25

Gaming T2 59.10 40.89 0 100.0 71.39 28.6

Gaming T3 54.57 45.42 0 100.0 30.31 69.69

Table 9: Gaming traffic data share per path using MPTCP in NorNet



(a) Trace 1 (b) Trace 2 (c) Trace 3

Figure 12: Average Message Delay for Gaming Traffic over MPTCP in CORE Emulation (with Competing Background Traffic)

that the packet shares are slightly more split to-1207

wards the better path in the emulations compared1208

to the experiments.1209

For WLAN-3G, we observe that MPTCP delay1210

is slightly higher than the TCP WLAN delay. We1211

observe that the packet share on the 3G path is1212

higher in the experiments compared to the emula-1213

tions, increasing the relative MPTCP delay slightly1214

compared to the emulation results. Overall, the1215

general trends seen between the protocols are still1216

similar in the experiments and in the emulations.1217

5.3. Web Traffic1218

Finally, we evaluate the latency of web traffic1219

for the homogeneous and heterogeneous scenarios,1220

both with and without background traffic. For the1221

web traffic, we chose the web site download time1222

as the metric for transport protocol latency perfor-1223

mance.1224

5.3.1. CMT-SCTP Simulations1225

The web site download time results for the three1226

web site scenarios are presented in Figure 16 (with-1227

out background traffic; 256 runs) and Figure 171228

(with background traffic according to Section 4.4;1229

1024 runs). Table 10 provides the corresponding1230

traffic share for the two paths. Clearly, the bene-1231

fit of CMT-SCTP usage increases as the web site1232

size grows. The Wikipedia site (see Table 2), hav-1233

ing only 72 KiB of payload data, is the smallest1234

of the three sites. Therefore, the benefit of using1235

CMT-SCTP for this web site is only small.1236

In the two scenarios with 3G path(s), a slight1237

benefit can be seen: the 3G path has a small ca-1238

pacity and also a higher latency. Therefore, com-1239

bining this 3G path with another 3G path, or even1240

with a WLAN path, results in a faster download of1241

the Wikipedia web site. As expected, for the Ama-1242

zon (1 MiB) and the Huffington Post (3.9 MiB)1243

web sites, CMT-SCTP reaches a significant down-1244

load time reduction in most cases. However, for1245

the WLAN-3G scenario with background traffic the1246

path asymmetry is too large and CMT-SCTP per-1247

forms worse than SCTP over WLAN for all web1248

sites. Here the negative effect from head-of-line1249

blocking dominates the gain from load balancing.1250

5.3.2. MPTCP Emulation1251

The average web site download times over 301252

runs for the three web site scenarios, without back-1253

ground traffic, are presented in Figure 18. The cor-1254

responding results with background traffic are pre-1255

sented in Figure 19. Comparing the delay perfor-1256

mance of MPTCP to that of TCP, MPTCP only1257

provides limited improvements in download time1258

for Wikipedia, but larger gains for both Amazon1259

and Huffington Post (especially in 3G-3G scenar-1260

ios). As also seen for CMT-SCTP, the results indi-1261

cate that the size of the web site is critical to the1262

total download time. With concurrent connections1263

(6 in our setup), small web sites such as Wikipedia,1264

can mostly be transferred within the initial window1265

of TCP, not allowing MPTCP to exploit multiple1266

paths.1267

With background traffic, the performance trends1268

are similar to that of the non-background case. For1269

the 3G paths, background traffic significantly in-1270

creases the download time as well as the variation1271

in download time. Background traffic has very lit-1272

tle impact over the WLAN paths, but the random1273

loss over the WLAN links still leads to a large vari-1274

ation in download times. The position of the loss1275

in the short web flows can have a huge impact on1276

the total web site download duration.1277



(a) Trace 1 (b) Trace 2 (c) Trace 3

Figure 13: Average Message Delay for Gaming Traffic over MPTCP in NorNet Experiment

(a) Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org) (b) Amazon (www.amazon.com) (c) Huffpost (www.huffingtonpost.com)

Figure 14: Website Download Times over CMT-SCTP (without Background Traffic)

(a) Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org) (b) Amazon (www.amazon.com) (c) Huffpost (www.huffingtonpost.com)

Figure 15: Website Download Times over CMT-SCTP (with Competing Background Traffic)

Website Background
WLAN-WLAN 3G-3G WLAN-3G

WLAN WLAN 3G 3G WLAN 3G

Wikipedia
7 23.5 76.5 21.7 78.3 24.5 75.5
3 23.7 76.3 23.3 76.7 33.0 67.0

Amazon
7 24.6 75.4 23.6 76.4 31.2 68.8
3 24.3 75.7 24.1 75.9 44.2 54.8

Huffington Post
7 23.9 76.1 23.2 76.8 31.9 68.1
3 23.9 76.1 24.6 76.4 50.5 49.5

Table 10: Path 1 Traffic Share (in %) for Website Download over CMT-SCTP

http://www.wikipedia.org
http://www.amazon.com
http://www.huffingtonpost.com
http://www.wikipedia.org
http://www.amazon.com
http://www.huffingtonpost.com


(a) Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org) (b) Amazon (www.amazon.com) (c) Huffpost (www.huffingtonpost.com)

Figure 16: Website Download Times over MPTCP in CORE Emulation (without Background Traffic)

(a) Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org) (b) Amazon (www.amazon.com) (c) Huffpost (www.huffingtonpost.com)

Figure 17: Website Download Times over MPTCP in CORE Emulation (with Competing Background Traffic)

(a) Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org) (b) Amazon (www.amazon.com) (c) Huffpost (www.huffingtonpost.com)

Figure 18: Website Download Times over MPTCP in NorNet Experiment

http://www.wikipedia.org
http://www.amazon.com
http://www.huffingtonpost.com
http://www.wikipedia.org
http://www.amazon.com
http://www.huffingtonpost.com
http://www.wikipedia.org
http://www.amazon.com
http://www.huffingtonpost.com


Table 11 indicates that in symmetric scenarios,1278

data transfer uses both paths. In WLAN-WLAN,1279

random losses causes data to be sent over the sec-1280

ond path even in small web sites like Wikipedia.1281

The delay variance on the paths is the primary rea-1282

son for use of the second path in 3G-3G scenarios.1283

In asymmetric scenarios, most of the data uses the1284

primary faster path WLAN.1285

5.3.3. MPTCP Real Measurements1286

In Figure 20, we illustrated the results of down-1287

load times for web traffic. For WLAN-WLAN, we1288

observe that the MPTCP delay is lower than the1289

average TCP delay for Amazon whereas it is higher1290

than the average TCP delay for the other two web1291

sites: Wikipedia and Huffington Post. Similar ob-1292

servations can be made for the 3G-3G scenario.1293

We observe that when there is enough data to be1294

transmitted, MPTCP can provide benefits. For the1295

WLAN-3G case, similar to other traffic, we observe1296

that for all the web sites, MPTCP delay is a little1297

bit higher than the WLAN delay.1298

The traffic distribution of data over the different1299

paths is shown in Table 12. We observed that for1300

the heterogeneous cases, almost all traffic is trans-1301

ferred over the WLAN path whereas for the homo-1302

geneous cases, the distribution depends on the size1303

of the web site.1304

6. Discussion of Results1305

In this paper, we have run extensive measure-1306

ments to evaluate the capability of multi-path1307

transport protocols to carry latency sensitive ap-1308

plication traffic. More specifically, we have anal-1309

ysed the application delays for video traffic, online1310

gaming and web services both with and without1311

competing traffic. Furthermore, we considered end-1312

hosts experiencing multiple homogeneous paths as1313

well as heterogeneous ones. The results are summa-1314

rized in Figure 21, where the performance of multi-1315

path, as compared to single path, is categorized into1316

four types. We next elaborate on this table and re-1317

cap our findings from Section 5.1318

The currently used round-robin scheduler in1319

CMT-SCTP is optimised for throughput, not for1320

low latency. Therefore, when there is a significant1321

delay difference between the two paths, we observe1322

performance degradation with CMT-SCTP com-1323

pared to SCTP. However, for homogeneous paths,1324

especially when the paths are not very lossy, we1325

observe that CMT-SCTP can significantly reduce1326

latency, especially in the web scenario. For video1327

traffic CMT-SCTP provides similar or higher de-1328

lay values as compared to SCTP. For example, in1329

WLAN-WLAN scenarios, reordering due to distri-1330

bution over multiple lossy paths increases the delay1331

both with and without background traffic. On the1332

other hand, in 3G-3G scenarios, we observe similar1333

delay values for CMT-SCTP and SCTP. For the1334

WLAN-3G scenario, packet reordering causes in-1335

creased delay for CMT-SCTP even when there is no1336

competing traffic. For gaming traffic, while CMT-1337

SCTP leads to a latency increase in case of two1338

similar, low-latency WLAN paths, it becomes bene-1339

ficial in case of high-latency paths with background1340

traffic; in comparison of using only the higher-delay1341

path, CMT-SCTP is able to take advantage of the1342

lower-delay path to reduce latency. However, as1343

observed for the video traffic, its scheduler is opti-1344

mised for throughput maximization without taking1345

care of path delay. Therefore, while the latency is1346

lower than using only the high-delay path, it is still1347

much higher than using only the low-delay path in1348

the heterogeneous WLAN-3G case. For web traf-1349

fic, we observe that using CMT-SCTP improves1350

the web site download speed, especially for homo-1351

geneous paths. Since the web traffic is saturated1352

(i.e., send as much data as possible), the round-1353

robin scheduler that is used by the CMT-SCTP im-1354

plementation performs reasonably well by ensuring1355

that both paths are utilized, although it does not1356

always chose the path with the lowest RTT. The1357

larger the web site, the better the performance im-1358

provement achieved by CMT-SCTP. However, for1359

the WLAN-3G case, especially when there is back-1360

ground traffic, CMT-SCTP cannot handle the delay1361

difference between the 3G and WLAN paths, result-1362

ing in poor performance for CMT-SCTP compared1363

to SCTP.1364

For MPTCP, the default scheduler is based on1365

delay and it has been shown to achieve low and1366

stable latency [? ]. For different type of traffics, we1367

observe similar or lower delay values for MPTCP1368

compared to TCP, for homogeneous paths. How-1369

ever, the main factor that determines the delay per-1370

formance of MPTCP is indeed the path heterogene-1371

ity, and for heterogeneous paths we observe perfor-1372

mance degradation whose degree depends on the1373

traffic and whether there exists background traffic.1374

More specifically, for video traffic, when the links1375

are lossy, e.g. the WLAN-WLAN case, we observe1376

delay gains due to link aggregation. For the 3G-3G1377



Background
WLAN-WLAN 3G-3G WLAN-3G

WLAN WLAN 3G 3G WLAN 3G

Wikipedia
7 90.22 9.78 86.98 13.02 99.94 0.06
3 86.98 13.02 83.86 16.14 99.94 0.06

Amazon
7 76.02 23.98 56.73 43.27 99.81 0.19
3 70.45 29.55 72.64 27.36 99.9 0.1

Huffington Post
7 85.3 14.7 68.1 31.9 99.9 0.1
3 83.0 17 79.13 20.87 98.86 1.14

Table 11: Web traffic data share per path using MPTCP

WLAN-WLAN 3G-3G WLAN-3G
WLAN WLAN 3G 3G WLAN 3G

Wikipedia 94.3 5.6 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0

Amazon 26.1 73.8 96.9 3.1 100.0 0.0

Huffington Post 14.5 85.4 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.0

Table 12: Web traffic data share per path using MPTCP in NorNet

MPTCP CMT‐SCTP
Traffic Symmetric Asymmetric Symmetric Asymmetric

WLAN‐WLAN 3G ‐ 3G WLAN ‐ 3G WLAN‐WLAN 3G ‐ 3G WLAN ‐ 3G

Video

Video with BG

Gaming

Gaming with BG

Wikipedia

Wikipedia with BG

Amazon

Amazon with BG

Huffpost

Huffpost with BG

Significant performance improvement with multi‐path than that of single path

No improvement with multi‐path but no significant degradation
Performance degraded significantly with multi‐path

Slight performance improvement with multi‐path than that of single path

Figure 19: Multi-path versus single path transport protocols depending on the latency sensitive traffic: Summary table



case, where there are no losses, MPTCP selects the1378

best available path resulting in minor gains com-1379

pared to TCP. In the presence of background traffic,1380

the delay values are in general higher but the ben-1381

efits of using MPTCP are consistent with that of1382

the non-competing traffic. We further observe that1383

these emulation results are mostly consistent with1384

the NorNet experiments. Here, the main difference1385

is that in real networks, paths have more diverse1386

characteristics, although using the same technology.1387

This results in slight heterogeneity and the delay us-1388

ing MPTCP becomes higher than using TCP over1389

the best path only, but still lower than the average1390

TCP delay. For gaming traffic, we observe very sim-1391

ilar delay values to TCP for almost all cases due to1392

the very limited amount of data. The background1393

traffic did not induce enough loss in the foreground1394

flows, therefore the delay values are similar to that1395

of no background traffic. One exception is the 3G-1396

3G scenario where MPTCP keeps sending over one1397

path as long as there is no loss, therefore, pro-1398

viding some delay gains. For the WLAN-3G case,1399

MPTCP uses the WLAN at almost all times, there-1400

fore, the MPTCP delay is similar to the TCP delay1401

of WLAN. Similarly, for the results of the real ex-1402

periments, we observe similar behavior to the emu-1403

lations, especially for the homogeneous scenarios,1404

with slight variations among different trace files.1405

For the heterogeneous scenario, there is slightly1406

higher delay in real experiments compared to emu-1407

lations, due to some traffic is being transferred over1408

the slower 3G path. For the web traffic, we observe1409

that MPTCP provides lower delay values, especially1410

for web sites with many objects. The lower delay is1411

a consequence of MPTCP’s scheduler which always1412

tries to use the path with the lowest RTT. However,1413

when the paths are very heterogeneous in terms of1414

delay and loss as in the WLAN-3G case, losses in1415

WLAN forces MPTCP to use the suboptimal 3G1416

path; therefore, the MPTCP delay becomes higher1417

than the TCP delay of WLAN. These results hold1418

for emulations with and without background traf-1419

fic. Similar to the previous applications, the results1420

of the real experiments are mostly consistent with1421

the emulation results. Due to the differences in the1422

paths for the homogeneous cases (e.g. 3G-3G and1423

WLAN-WLAN), MPTCP delay is higher than the1424

best path while still much lower than the average1425

TCP delay.1426

One conclusion of our study is that multi-path1427

transport protocols can hardly reduce the latency1428

for all the tested applications, when there is some1429

asymmetry between the paths. Moreover, in this1430

case, multi-path transport may increase the latency,1431

mainly because of head-of-line blocking. However,1432

it is worth pointing out that in most symmetric1433

scenarios, multi-path transport protocols enable a1434

significant latency reduction.1435

7. Related Work1436

This section discusses work related to ours.1437

While there are numerous articles on MPTCP and1438

its performance in relation to TCP, not much has1439

been written on the relation between CMT-SCTP1440

and SCTP. Instead, most articles on CMT-SCTP1441

propose various optimizations to the protocol itself.1442

There are, of course exceptions; Aydin et al. [? ]1443

elaborates the importance of TCP friendliness for1444

single homed SCTP and evaluates the TCP friend-1445

liness of CMT-SCTP. Arianpoo et al. [? ] propose1446

an adaptive network coding mechanism for CMT-1447

SCTP to desensitize the receiver against packet re-1448

ordering and consequently eliminate the receiver1449

buffer blocking problem. They claim to have im-1450

prove the CMT-SCTP performance by 62% over1451

the original implementation in cases of severe path1452

asymmetry.1453

For MPTCP, a closely related research work1454

is [62], which measures MPTCP performance with1455

the aim to understand the benefit of using two1456

interfaces with MPTCP over using either one of1457

the interface with TCP. This study also focuses on1458

the impact that flow size has on the average la-1459

tency, and provides insights into the effect of path1460

characteristic diversity on application level perfor-1461

mance. Their conclusions are consistent with ours:1462

using multi-path becomes more and more benefi-1463

cial when the size of the data to transmit increases.1464

We extend their work by considering more appli-1465

cation scenarios. In [63], S. Deng et al., studies1466

the performance of MPTCP over wireless technolo-1467

gies using Android application traffic. Their study1468

focuses on energy efficiency and provides new chal-1469

lenges such as dynamic decision making at the mo-1470

bile applications to select appropriate network tech-1471

nology depending on the flow size and traffic pat-1472

tern. Handover performance was seen as a potential1473

MPTCP performance impairment especially when1474

the path characteristics are different. Andrei et1475

al. [64] provided a simultaneous association solu-1476

tion using MPTCP for WLAN that avoids fast han-1477

dover. It also provides possible modifications at the1478



client side implementation, to mitigate the through-1479

put loss in cases where the WLAN characteristics1480

differ due to channel specification. Such approach1481

of reducing the occurrence of handovers is a nec-1482

essary improvement: it is essential to improve per-1483

formance where multi-path transport increases the1484

latency, and that has been identified in this paper.1485

Grinnemo et al. [65] provides a first comprehen-1486

sive evaluation of MPTCP performance with la-1487

tency as the quality of experience metric for cloud-1488

based applications. They study three different ap-1489

plications: Netflix, Google Maps and Google Docs,1490

representing high, mid and low intensity cloud-1491

based traffic. The authors conclude that MPTCP1492

provides significant performance gains for high and1493

mid intensity traffic. Furthermore, it is noted that1494

the variation in RTTs among network paths causes1495

higher application latency, and the current Linux1496

standard scheduler is seen as the primary cause of1497

increased latency in such cases.1498

Raiciu et al. [60] proposed a mobility architec-1499

ture to allow MPTCP to switch between differ-1500

ent technologies and handle mobility at the trans-1501

port layer instead of at the network layer. The1502

mobility of MPTCP was evaluated with simula-1503

tions and indoor mobility experiments. The cri-1504

teria for the evaluation was measured throughput1505

on TCP and MPTCP using WLAN-3G, and power1506

efficiency of both protocols. The study concludes1507

that MPTCP provides performance improvements1508

over TCP when multiple interfaces are used in par-1509

allel. Power efficiency of MPTCP depends on the1510

underlying interface power consumption and should1511

be tuned for better performance. Later, the power1512

efficiency of MPTCP drew much attention in [61],1513

which analyses the energy consumption and han-1514

dover performance of MPTCP in the different oper-1515

ational modes: Full MPTCP Mode, Backup Mode1516

and Single path Mode. This work again provides1517

experimental evaluations using the Linux imple-1518

mentation of MPTCP and commercial access net-1519

works providing 3G and broadband access on static1520

nodes. The study concludes that MPTCP han-1521

dovers might have small impact on application de-1522

lay and goodput in different operational modes.1523

With a few exceptions discussed above, most of1524

the prior research on CMT-SCTP or MPTCP mea-1525

surements focused on the performance of the pro-1526

tocol in terms of throughput, energy consumption,1527

handover performance and RTTs. To the best of1528

our knowledge, this paper is the first to provide1529

a comprehensive analysis of multi-path transport1530

performance with latency as the main metric.1531

As seen throughout this paper, the performance1532

of multi-path transport is highly dependent on do-1533

ing efficient scheduling. Paasch et al. [24] pro-1534

vide a detailed study of schedulers and their im-1535

pact on performance. The authors implement a1536

generic modular framework for evaluating MPTCP1537

schedulers in Linux. Using this framework, different1538

schedulers are then evaluated using various perfor-1539

mance metrics and different types of traffic, includ-1540

ing bulk and application limited traffic.1541

8. Conclusions and Future Work1542

For an increasing number of applications, latency1543

plays an important role as it directly impacts their1544

performance. Still, most work considering multi-1545

path communication is solely focused on resilience1546

and throughput maximization. The work presented1547

in this paper tries to bridge this gap by evalu-1548

ating whether multi-path communication can help1549

latency-sensitive applications satisfy their users’ re-1550

quirements. Three latency-sensitive applications1551

have been considered: video, gaming and web traf-1552

fic. Performance have been evaluated using 3G–1553

3G, 3G–WLAN, and WLAN–WLAN paths, in both1554

simulated, emulated and real-life environments con-1555

sidering both CMT-SCTP and MPTCP.1556

The results indicate that multi-path communica-1557

tion can reduce latency significantly, but only when1558

paths are symmetric in terms of delay and loss rate.1559

The potential gain comes mainly from two factors:1560

the possibility to distribute short bursts of data1561

over multiple interfaces and the ability to select the1562

best of the available paths for data transmission. In1563

asymmetric scenarios where the latency reduction1564

is not as significant (or non-existent), applications1565

may still benefit from other properties of multi-path1566

communication, without increasing latency. This is,1567

however, highly dependent on the scheduling mech-1568

anism used. As seen in some of the CMT-SCTP ex-1569

periments, a scheduler designed mainly for through-1570

put maximization, may lead to increased latency1571

in some scenarios. Considering the importance of1572

scheduling, this is where we direct our attention1573

for future work, and we are currently designing a1574

scheduler targeting latency-sensitive traffic.1575
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